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ABSTRACT
This research explores the current directions of the U.S. Women’s Movement and the beliefs
encompassed by 21st century feminism through a study of participant rally signs displayed at the
2020 Women’s March on Washington. Currently, there is much ambiguity surrounding the
values for which feminism stands and further contestation about whether a U.S. Women’s
Movement exists at all. This study examines public feminist activism in an established social
rally to extrapolate goals of the present women’s agenda and underlying manifestations of
feminist philosophy. Through analysis of personal messages and examination of feminist
directions, further implications concerning rational dialogue and understanding amid
international diversification can be drawn, extending beyond academia for practical application
and a move towards social equity.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
With the increasing globalization and diversification of modern society, the questions of selfidentification and means for activation have moved to a greater importance. This desire to
determine values and goals of both individuals and groups involves the study of social
philosophy, a discipline concerned with one’s view of society and the relationships extant in that
social framework based upon one’s held ethical values. The study of social philosophy includes
feminism, one set of ethical interpretations of society which, at its root, is concerned with
addressing hierarchical structure in interpersonal and political relationships.
On a larger scale, social philosophies can encourage movements when people with like
values find themselves drawn together in response to a certain event. On a smaller scale, but
arguably more important, social philosophies give one a sense of identity and self-efficacy; one
possesses a foundation from which to live out her social ethics in daily life and practice.
However, while social philosophies do provide means for security and self-identity, they too
continuously undergo refinement and redefinition to fit within the context of changing times, and
this process of change and situated evolution is notably evident within the aforementioned
feminist philosophy and feminist theory which have evolved along with societal conceptions of
what it means to be a woman and what it means to be human.
Today, the mere mention of feminism brings rise to much contention and infighting as what
it means to be “feminist” in the 21st century has become quite confused, and I argue that it is
important to understand and create an accurate definition for modern, 21st century feminism.
This social philosophy has undergone massive evolution in the past few decades, and in order to
enact real change or simply live out personal beliefs in congruence with community, it is vital to
have a solid conception of the values and ethics by which one claims to live.
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Further, I believe that feminism as a framework for society and relationships could be
important for our increasingly diverse and interconnected and, consequently, polarized world. An
accurate definition of what it means to be a 21st century feminist and the values that distinction
encompasses could prove helpful in promoting empathy through making room for rational
dialogue and rhetorical listening, two things which can only be enacted effectively when the
context and message of the speaking groups are understood. With the current muddled state of
feminism’s definition and its lack of a cohesive message, one cannot actively engage with the
social philosophy without confusion. Thus, this disallows feminism and feminist philosophies to
take effect in society sans outside derision and infighting.
The definition of any social philosophy comes not from structural authority but from the
people. It is a bottom-up creation which changes with the climate of the era. Following this logic,
I chose to observe the 2020 Women’s March on Washington as my focus of study and a place
from which to draw analyses on the everyday person’s manifestation of feminist action.
The Women’s March began as a social response to the inauguration of President Donald
Trump in 2017; however, it has evolved over the course of his presidency to incorporate other
women’s issues while still remaining a feminist action. The march serves as a tangible moment
where feelings, ideas, and beliefs on social justice issues all converge, and because of its state of
incorporation, I chose the march as my point of entry into the current feminist dialogue.
In this research, I analyze participant perspective through displayed rally signs in order to
determine the efficacy of women’s movement mobilization in current society as well as
underlying beliefs and purposes of 21st century feminism. The implications of such analyses are
important as definition and understanding are foundational steps in moving towards a more
diverse and accepting society.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
The concept of feminism has massively evolved since the time of its inception; however,
the ambiguity surrounding this term and the tenets it encompasses remains relatively unchanged
and, if anything, murkier in definition. Within Western American society, “feminist movement”
is often conflated with “women’s movement,” and while these two terms can be seen to embody
similar goals, they do stand distinct in their tangible effects and represented groups.
In her 1971 article Women’s Rights and American Feminism, author Gerda Lerner refers
to women’s movements as a subset of the broader feminist movement. Lerner (1971) posits that
the feminist movement, also termed feminism, applies to the “emancipation of American
women,” whereas women’s movements are “more narrowly defined” (p. 236) to specifically
refer to “emancipation” as women’s actions towards civil rights and legal standing. I agree with
Lerner’s position that women’s movements are but specific phases in the broader theory of
feminism; however, I postulate that feminism today extends beyond the “American woman,”
instead serving to enfranchise and unify all those disenfranchised.
Further, feminism is often thought of today in conjunction with the “wave metaphor,”
and these waves, depending upon the viewpoint of singular scholars and theorists, can be
sectioned and segmented in numerous ways. This wave metaphor limits the theory of feminism if
it is to be considered in light of its historical beginnings and pervasive nature (Jacob & Licona,
2005). Thus, feminism is best conceptualized as a fluid entity void of distinct periods, while the
U.S. Women’s Movement is best understood through an incorporation of defined segmentation
and catalytic propulsion as a social movement can only be defined as such so long as one can
discern a specific goal and a continued action which sustains the campaign (Staggenborg, 2016).
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Following, I outline a brief history of feminist beginnings and prominent sections and
developments in the U.S. Women’s Movement.
Origins of Feminism
Like much of Western history, feminism finds its origins in ancient societies. Although,
as a social framework, feminism spans much of history, only certain voices, those with
established positions and statuses, have been preserved for modern study. As a result of such
historical factors, Greek philosopher Plato remains one of the earliest documented feminist
writers. Due to the fact that he lived as a prominent member of Greek society, his writings were
given the opportunity for historical preservation.
In Plato’s Republic, he describes a social equality of the sexes. He writes: “Men and
women alike possess the qualities which make a guardian; they differ only in their comparative
strength or weakness” (Plato, 2002, p. 312). This excerpt from Plato’s narrative on the ideal
society expresses the idea that one’s inevitable biological differences have no regard on one’s
capacity to carry out social duties and responsibilities (Deretić, 2013). Feminism, at this time,
served as a theory which supported the enfranchisement and equality of women, those most
inferior in the standing social hierarchy. Writings encompassing such tenets as seen in Plato’s
work served as feminist expression before the term “feminism” was officially coined by utopian
socialist and French philosopher Charles Fourier in 1837 (Goldstein, 1982).
Feminist Progression in the United States
Women’s Suffrage Movement
The U.S. Women’s Movement emerged in the late nineteenth century with the goal of
obtaining legal right to suffrage. Following the Civil War, women’s rights activists joined forces
with the wider abolitionist movement, campaigning to end slavery and create equality between
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races and genders (Kroløkke & Sørensen, 2006). This social action brought about wide change
for the reconstruction of the American South and the extension of rights to former slaves and
their descendants. However, the Fifteenth Amendment, while prohibiting the denial of suffrage
based on “race, color, or previous condition of servitude,” (U.S. Const. amend. XV) failed to
include women in the equation. This lack of inclusion served as a major catalyst for the
Women’s Suffrage Movement: an organization of women and men for the purpose extending the
right to vote to those of the opposite sex.
This period of the U.S. Women’s Movement is formally marked by the rallying of
women and men at the New York Seneca Falls Convention in 1848 (Rampton, 2008). Here,
prominent rights activist Elizabeth Cady Stanton drafted the Declaration of Sentiments which
echoed the voices of American founding fathers from almost one hundred years earlier with its
rhetorical purpose being to mobilize a group of oppressed people and establish legal separation
(Women’s Rights Convention, et al., 1848). In this move, early suffragettes encompassed the
longstanding theory of feminism in unifying and uplifting the disenfranchised, their identified
“disenfranchised” being the typical middle-class white woman denied the right to vote.
In August 1920, the overreaching goal of such nineteenth and twentieth century-defining
social campaigns was achieved with the ratification of the Nineteenth Amendment, extending
suffrage to all, regardless of sex. Following ratification, this segment of the U.S. Women’s
Movement drew to a close as there was no longer the goal of obtaining a tangible legal right;
however, feminism and feminist theory continued to develop, laying foundation for Women’s
Liberation (Kroløkke & Sørensen, 2006).
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Women’s Liberation Movement
Born of both new feminist theory and the extant civil rights and black power movements,
the Women’s Liberation Movement arose in the late 1960s and early 1970s (Kroløkke &
Sørensen, 2006). The proclaimed “godmother of feminism” Betty Friedan and her book The
Feminine Mystique introduced new feminist theory to the social conversation and feminist
philosophy as a whole became a larger part of academia (“Women of the Year”).
Leading feminist scholars developed liberal and socialist philosophical approaches,
acknowledging issues beyond the mere diminution of civil rights for women. They challenged
what they believed to be the cause of such legal exclusions: the patriarchal political structure.
This hierarchical structure, socialist feminist scholars argued, enforced the traditional paradigm
of male dominance and female subservience, and the only way to achieve equal rights and
liberties would be to the dismantle the patriarchy (Thurner, 1997).
This new socialist feminism did not stand alone as mere theory; rather, socialist feminism
served as the underlying philosophy on which the Women’s Liberation Movement was then
built. This phase of the U.S. Women’s Movement broadened its focus to encompass the
campaign for myriad civil rights issues, such as equal pay and opportunity in the workplace,
gendered violence, and abortion access (Kroløkke & Sørensen, 2006). Women’s Liberation
sought to free women from the home, breaking down gender stereotypes and making it clear that
feminism was for both women and men (“Envisioning the future: Gloria Steinem,” 2000).
During this period, women too made many advancements in the professional sphere: they took
office; they rose in army ranks; they advocated for other women.
Though redefining boundaries to include both genders, this new phase still continued to
treat women “as a homogeneous group,” (Munro, 2013, p. 23) ignoring differences in
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circumstance, background, and additional identities. As a result, the organized women’s
movement of the 1970s fell into “factional disputes” (“Women of the Year”). More trouble for
Women’s Liberation arose following the failure to ratify the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA). In
1972, the Senate passed the long fought for ERA, but the amendment, a major goal of Women’s
Liberation activists, fell three states short of ratification as, to many, the amendment appeared
too broad and consequences were unknown. This lack of ERA ratification proved a major legal
loss for the movement. Leaders left and created opposing start-up movements; dissidents
abandoned movements due to agenda and priority issues. Resulting from this infighting,
Women’s Liberation of the 1960s and 1970s lost traction.
Riot Grrrl Feminism
Although the Women’s Liberation Movement and its active campaign for specific civil
rights ended, those thoughts and themes cultivated during the 1960s and 1970s stuck with
American feminists and were later remixed in a much angrier feminist philosophy: Riot Grrrl
punk rock.
In the summer of 1991, Riot Grrrl was formed by a group of young women as their move
to “demarginalize the role of women” (Rosenberg & Garolfalo, 1998, p. 810) in the increasingly
white, male punk scene. Quickly, however, Riot Grrrl grew beyond this initiating purpose to
serve as a community of feminist empowerment for involved members. The name Riot Grrrl was
chosen as a reclamation of the word “girl,” urging females to be “more assertive” and “less
polite” and adding “growl to replace the perceived passivity” (Rosenberg & Garolfalo, 1998, p.
809) of both females and youth. The community included female-led punk rock bands and
topical, mass-produced publications commonly called “zines” (Rosenberg & Garolfalo, 1998).
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At its beginning, Riot Grrrl was predominately based in D.C. and Olympia, Washington,
but with the popularization of computers and internet, the group spread online to connect girls
across the nation. Riot Grrrls met at conventions to listen to band performances and participate in
workshops on mental health and social change topics, promoting self-determination and
ownership; Riot Grrrls communicated via zines, production which encouraged voice and led to
the sharing of feelings and beliefs (Rosenberg & Garolfalo, 1998). Despite the proclaimed
efficacy of the Riot Grrrl scene by members of the network, the organization remained limited as
it traveled primarily through punk rock and a “very white underground” (Rosenberg & Garolfalo,
1998, p. 811).
Nonetheless, though there existed a narrowed inclusion, the network of Riot Grrrls
popularized the practice of telling personal narratives, or the sharing of individual experiences
and feelings with the purposes of contextualization and connection. Around the same time that
the Riot Grrrls were forming their first conventions, but in a more widely-acknowledged,
“aboveground” setting, feminism was taking this concept of the personal narrative to once again
create for itself a new framework of inclusion.
Intersectional Feminism
The topics of race and minority status had been percolating the U.S. Women’s Movement
and feminism since their respective inceptions; however, these topics had been neither
thoroughly nor viably addressed until UCLA law professor and critical race theorist Kimberley
Crenshaw made public the term “intersectional feminism” in 1989. Crenshaw’s work
encompassed the idea that, historically, “efforts to combat racism…had focused on black men,”
while “efforts to combat sexism had focused on white women” (Colfer, et al., 2018, p. 4). This
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restricted concentration thereby emphasized the most privileged of said minority group, whether
it be race or sex, and ignored the distinct experiences of the black woman.
Authors Colfer, Basnett, and Ihalainen at the Center for International Forestry Research
(2018) understand Crenshaw’s ideas to link most heavily “with issues of power” (p. 4). The team
defines power as being central to one’s agency and, simply put, “the capacity or ability to direct
or influence the behavior of others or the course of events” (Colfer, et al., 2018, p. 4). Linking
back to the core tenets of early feminism, power is enfranchisement, and those disenfranchised
do not have this power of agency.
Chandra Talpade Mohanty takes Crenshaw’s position on intersectionality a step further.
In her book Feminism Without Borders, Mohanty (2003) not only touches upon the situated
oppression for women of different races but also that for women of all nationalities, social
classes, sexualities, religions, and abilities. Mohanty, a native of Mumbai, India, views feminist
theory through a lens beyond that of the American woman, whether she be black or white. As a
postcolonial and transnational feminist theorist, Mohanty argues the importance of “an
economically and socially just feminist politics” (p. 3). She posits that capitalist society and
colonialism are tied to the existence of the patriarchy which, together, further a systemic
oppression of all historically deemed inferior.
Although far from fully realized, the voices of women of different race, sexuality, and
class statuses had begun to be heard and considered at the start of the 21st century. Writings such
as Audre Lorde’s Sister Outsider (1984), Roxanne Gay’s Bad Feminist (2014), and Chimamanda
Ngozi Adichie’s We Should All Be Feminists (2014) entered mainstream feminism, adding to the
extant conversation on what Gloria Steinem had deemed women’s “essential second-classness”
(Steinem, 1969, p. 8). Not only did a “second-classness” exist but so did a marked third-class,
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fourth-class, and so on. One’s identity, and the multiplicity of factors which define such, largely
determines one’s power and privilege.
New Movements & Current Conceptions
The concept of feminism today stands largely contested both within academia and
everyday society. Some adhere to the view of intersectionality as the core tenet of modern
feminism; others claim a “post-feminism,” the view that the U.S. Women’s Movement has
achieved its sought equality (though post-feminist critics argue that this view is one which buys
into a consumerist culture based upon the alleged “choice” available to the white, middle-class,
heterosexual woman) (Tasker & Negra, 2007). Others still view feminism as having become too
conflated with popular culture and “branding” thus losing touch with politics and failing to spur
political action (Crispin, 2017).
Further, the rise and confluence of recent social change movements creates even greater
confusion as to what feminism is and what can be grouped under the umbrella classification of
“feminist.” The Pro-choice Movement and, consequently, the Pro-life Movement, two women’s
movements which have existed since the time of Roe v. Wade in the early 1970s, have seen
reinvigoration in recent years. While both are women’s movements in the sense that they address
women’s issues, only the Pro-choice Movement also receives classification as a feminist
movement. The #MeToo Movement, a platform which encourages survivors to speak out on and
against sexual assault, went viral in 2017 after sexual abuse allegations were made public against
film producer Harvey Weinstein. Transfeminism and the inclusion of trans women in the
feminist conversation has grown as a topic of debate after an appeal was made to the Supreme
Court in 2019 regarding workplace discrimination on the basis of sexual identity. TERFs, or
trans-exclusionary radical feminists, argue that feminism is for biological women only, while
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other feminists believe that anatomy does not define a woman and trans women are women.
Most recently, the Women’s March Movement was formed in response to President Donald
Trump’s 2017 inauguration as a demonstration against his rhetoric and proposed policies
regarding women and minorities.
The Women’s March and Research Directions
On January 21, 2017, “hundreds of thousands” of women gathered in Washington, D.C.
and around the world in response to the new president and his administration (Hartocollis &
Alcindor, 2017). As documented on the group’s official Facebook event page, the inaugural
Women’s March on Washington set out with the mission to “send a bold message… that
women’s rights are human rights” and strove to “[recognize] that defending the most
marginalized among us is defending all of us” (“Women’s March on Washington”). The
Women’s March sought to build a unified campaign of intersecting issues, all of which were
grievances spurred by threat from the new administration and seen to have a direct impact on the
lives of women.
Since its inception, the Women’s March has attracted worldwide attention; however,
support has dwindled in the recent years. Organized in response to the election of President
Trump, the march has since seen a dissipation in consideration and turnout throughout the time
of his presidency with numbers going from 500,000 in 2017 to an estimated 10,000 in 2020
(Stanglin, et al., 2020). However, despite this drop in attendance, as long as the march remains a
sustained action with a defined purpose, it serves as a part of the U.S. Women’s Movement
(Staggenborg, 2016). Further, being that the march advocates for the advancement of societal
standing for “the most marginalized” (“Women’s March on Washington”), it too falls under the
characterization of “feminist” in advocating for the disenfranchised.
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Published in 2017, a team of three researchers from Central Michigan University (CMU)
conducted an empirical analysis of rally signs from women’s marches across the country. The
team worked to identify common personalized action frames present for participants, and they
concluded that the frames of action identified through analysis stem from popular feminism and
a practice of personalized politics (Weber, et al., 2018). Though the team claims that this practice
of personalized politics has the “potential for feminist coalition,” (Weber, et al., 2018, p. 2304)
others, such as American writer and editor Jessa Crispin, disagree. In her book Why I Am Not a
Feminist, Crispin (2017) contends that popular culture expressionism promotes banality and
complacency in feminism, moving away from political change and towards mere aestheticism.
She argues that the dissent at the root of popular feminist catchphrases has become obscured
through common use and consumerist culture (Crispin, 2017).
In my research, I explore these conflicting ideas to determine the position and potential
effectiveness in modern feminism. Using similar principles of analysis as employed in the CMU
team’s 2017 research on march signs, I study 2020 Women’s March on Washington rally signs,
analyzing both textual and visual rhetoric in order to obtain an accurate look at the current
focuses and goals of march participants. The march has changed focus over the past four years
due to political actions and progression in Donald Trump’s presidency; thus, my research will
view a climate different from that of the CMU team.
Further, my reason for choosing the Women’s March on Washington as a point of
analysis stems from Chandra Talpade Mohanty’s Feminism Without Borders (2003). Mohanty
understands “feminist practice” to operate at three distinct levels: daily life, collective action, and
theory, pedagogy, and the production of knowledge. The Women’s March serves as an example
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of feminist manifestation at the level of collective action, a corpus of “groups, networks, and
movements constituted around feminist visions of social transformation” (Mohanty, 2003, p. 5).
Through the march, I am able to observe diversity in feminist participants and their individual
perspectives, making inference into the current state of 21st century feminism as well as the
potential for women’s movement mobilization in the United States.
Feminism has undergone great evolution throughout the course of history, and these
variant states of feminist social philosophy can be seen through manifestation in movement and
action. In the realm of social activism studies, scholars have worked to understand why people
mobilize and the events and attitudes which serve as catalyst for specific movements. In more
localized studies, scholars have explored feminism and its manifestation in historical and current
society, focusing on social action tactics and their effectiveness to inspire change. This point of
study can be seen in the analyses and inferences of the CMU team as well as the writings of
Jessa Crispin.
Though much has been said on the topic of practice and physical promotion of feminism,
little research has been conducted on its current values, or the intangible philosophy. I see
outward actions as being closely tied to and influenced by one’s values, and in order to
thoroughly understand a social movement, one must first recognize its underlying social
philosophy. In my research, I examine the physical manifestation of the feminist movement in
order to understand the theoretical principles of and the beliefs which shape modern feminism.
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH DATA AND METHODS
Study Focus
The 2020 Women’s March on Washington serves as the focus of my research and a
proliferous point of access through which to enter the current feminist conversation. Since its
inception in 2017, the Women’s March has served as a feminist action, or a movement which
challenges the current social situation of women. Consequently, participants, those who chose to
attend and join this feminist action, are seen to be feminists themselves and part of the greater
enactment of feminist philosophy.
Although marches took place in multiple cities in almost every state across the United
States, Washington, D.C. was the site of origin for Women’s March action in 2017, and every
year since its beginning, people from across the country have traveled to D.C. to take part in the
parent march. I attended the 2020 Women’s March on Washington held on January 18, 2020.
This organized action provided not only a point of access to the feminist conversation but also a
sample of beliefs less distorted by outside influences of localized political climates. Both the
march’s physical gathering and its centralized location provided means to obtain a diverse
sample theoretically representative of the wider feminist community.
Data Collection and Analysis
In order to draw inferences on the current values and goals of 21st century feminism, I
conducted a visual and material analysis of rally signs displayed at the 2020 Women’s March on
Washington. The organized march was slated to kickoff at 11 a.m. with a gathering time set for
10 a.m. at Freedom Plaza, a popular location for political protests and events. I arrived to the
event early and began photographing rally signs as participants arrived. After a larger crowd had
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gathered, I sought out different sections of the Plaza in order to diversify my participant contact.
All photographs included for analysis in this study are my own.
Prior to beginning individualized analysis, I sorted my photographs to determine those
which would be appropriate for further study. If a sign appeared in more than one photograph,
either the same sign from a different angle or a duplicate mass-produced sign held by a different
person, only one example of the sign was selected for analysis. If more than one sign appeared in
a photograph, the signs were analyzed separately. In total, I included 85 signs in this study.
Looking at the numbers, my identified signs can be seen as limited in comparison to total march
participants and, as such, not representative of the various signs displayed. However, in order to
combat this potential positional bias, in the weeks following the march I compared my photos to
images taken by others and disseminated online to ensure no large gaps existed in my sampled
signs and identified themes. The information I found online aligned with my collected data.
Following the identification of separate signs within photos, I performed a content
analysis of the identified 2020 Women’s March on Washington participant rally signs,
recognizing common themes and selecting those of salience for more in-depth analysis. From
this initial survey, I identified six prominent thematic elements within the set of collected rally
signs (see Table 1). For each element, I wrote a description of content and thematic references
necessary for theme recognition in order to promote congruence in classification. The distinct
sets of description guidelines worked to eliminate subjectivity in sign tagging. Identified themes
include the target of specific political actors, mention of enacted or proposed policies, reference
to particular eras, and inclusion of story-telling lines of rhetoric. The signs were grouped into
categories based upon the thematic element description to which a particular sign’s observed
content (i.e., text and image) most closely aligned.
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Table 1
Thematic Elements in the Content Analysis of Rally Signs
Thematic Element
Trump Administration

Description
A sign referencing, implicitly
or explicitly, the Trump
administration through
inclusion of specific
members’ names, campaign
slogans, enacted or proposed
policies, the GOP, or the
office of the president.

ERA and the 1970s

A sign mentioning the Equal
Rights Amendment (ERA) or
1970s pop culture.

Body Rights

A sign mentioning freedom
of choice or female
reproductive organs.

Past/Future Rhetoric

A sign connecting past to
present or present to future by
way of historical allusion or
reference to the next
generation.
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Example

Pop Culture

A sign referencing a current
movie, television show, or
song, or a popular phrase or
slogan.

Unity

A sign referencing
intersectionality or women in
the abstract, without
additional allusion to popular
culture.

Next, working within each thematic category, I conducted rhetorical analyses of the
photographed rally signs, evaluating visual elements, such as purpose, context, message, author,
and audience, and material elements, such as methods of production and composition. This
qualitative inquiry of observed Women’s March rally signs serves to highlight themes of
prominence in the wider U.S. feminist community while allowing for the additional recognition
of views and perceptions of involved individuals.
Scope of Analyses
The described methods of data collection and analysis work to acknowledge factors
beyond static figures. Through visual and material rhetorical analyses, the rally signs observed at
the 2020 Women’s March on Washington are not bound by numerical representation; rather,
evaluation of rhetorical elements and modes of production works to achieve more comprehensive
representation, providing insight to salient activist themes and issue topics present in
conversation. This heightened dynamism in Women’s March rally sign analysis then allows for
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further inferences to be drawn on directions of the U.S. women’s movement and beliefs
encompassed by the current state of feminism.
Additionally, analysis of Women’s March participant rally signs serves as means by
which to observe feminism’s perception by the masses rather than the one percent. This research
focuses on the average person’s situation and view, rather than those of the political elite, which
allows for a more accurate view of the current state of feminism as social philosophy is
something which can only be defined when accepted and expressed by the public. It is from the
people rather than the agenda-setters, such as march organizers, media, or politicians, that
feminism receives its values and goals.
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CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS
The initial content analysis revealed six salient themes within my identified Women’s
March rally signs: Trump Administration, ERA and the 1970s, Body Rights, Past/Future
Rhetoric, Pop Culture, and Unity. These six categories were used to group signs, providing
context for further, individualized rhetorical analyses. The following visual and material analyses
were conducted based upon the signs observed and collected at the 2020 Women’s March on
Washington and the surrounding political and cultural climate.
Trump Administration
The signs determined to follow the theme “Trump Administration” make specific
reference to people or policies of the Trump administration or general reference to the
Republican Party. The messages displayed by these signs are varied. Some make explicit calls to
action, while others resort to name-calling with no stated goal, and consequently, this thematic
grouping of signs does not have one unified purpose but a collection of purposes with their
subjects being the same overall governmental unit.
Impeachment
Signs which address the impeachment of Donald Trump (Figure 1) are some of the few in
this category which contain specified calls to action.

Figure 1. Sample signs reflecting the theme Trump Administration through mention of impeachment.
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For example, the “To Do List” sign argues that Donald Trump’s removal is “pending” and must
be completed—a call to action—to satisfy the list of necessary tasks. Other signs simply state a
fact, such as “Impeached 4 Ever,” which, analyzed in the context of the liberal Women’s March,
indicates a successful outcome to a desired goal. These signs mention both desired and attained
ambitions, reflecting group preferences and current focuses.
However, while the signs analyzed above display substantiated political opinions, others
addressing impeachment or removal, such as the included “Orange You Ready for a New
President?” sign (Figure 1), seem to contradict feminism’s purported ideals of inclusion and
active-listening. The message of this sign alludes to the removal of Donald Trump either by trial
or by the impending 2020 presidential election which, in themselves, are not contradictory of
feminism’s ideals. However, the inclusion of “Orange,” a display of image-based politics
drawing from the popular criticism of Trump’s appearance (Golshan, 2017) resorts to that same
level of image-based politics members of the Democratic Party and the U.S. Women’s
Movement condemned during the 2016 presidential election (Parker, 2016). This rhetorical act
and those similar in unsubstantiated criticism made by public adherents appear to undermine the
movement organizers’ messages of inclusion and understanding. Although such image-based
criticisms appeared as a minority in the overall 2020 Women’s March, manifestations in
organized rally and daily action could serve to yield an unsavory or hypocritical image of
modern feminism.
“Make America Great Again”
Also grouped with the Trump Administration thematic category are signs remixing
Trump’s 2016 campaign slogan “Make America Great Again” (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Sample signs reflecting the theme Trump Administration through remix of “Make American Great Again”
campaign slogan.

These signs do not directly mention Trump or his policies but contain remixes of his popular
campaign slogan in attempt to refute Trump’s picture of American “greatness.” The remixed
“Make America Great Again” slogans forwarded by “love” and “diversity” speaks to the
concepts Trump’s path to “American greatness” is thought not to include. From the signs,
Women’s March participants could be inferred to view Trump’s sought social framework as one
of homogeneity and animosity, and as such, their signs advocate the opposite: acceptance and
inclusion.
A third included “Make America Great Again” remix plays from a caricature of Trump’s
rhetoric and vocal inflection. The sign bearer employs dialect writing in sharing her opinion of
Trump’s election through inclusion of “yuge,” a New York-accented pronunciation of “huge,” an
adjective heavily used by the New York-native president. The following phrase “Make America
Think Again,” when combined with the above dialect-written “yuge mistake,” displays the sign
bearer’s opinion that that the United States has fallen into complacency in regards to presidential
and political processes. More specifically, the sign’s text offers the bearer’s opinion that the
American public has recently allowed people in power make unquestioned decisions, a similar
concept expressed in the “Power of the People” sign in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Sample sign reflecting the theme Trump Administration through reference to the position of “The People
in Power.”

Unlike the previous two “Make America Great Again” remixes, this third example contains a
call to action—that the American people “think”—but despite its call, no explicit action is
requested. As shown through analysis, these campaign slogan remixes serve to foster awareness
and advocate ideals rather than promote a specified cause.
Overall, the fact that a large percentage of the collected rally signs address the Trump
administration underscores the importance of Donald Trump and his presidency in defining
Women’s March motives. Analyses of the rally signs reveal that Women’s March participants
believe Trump’s political and social philosophies to be unaligned with their own, and
participants look towards a different America. March participants applaud Trump’s impeachment
and hope for a new president, offering praise and condemnation without much, if any, directed
action.
ERA and the 1970s
The signs determined to follow the theme “ERA and the 1970s” either directly mentioned
the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) or contained nods to 1970s popular culture. Passed by
Congress in 1972, the ERA was placed before state legislatures with a seven-year deadline for
ratification by three-fourths of states. Near the end of the seven years, supporters of the ERA
came together for a summer march on Washington to demonstrate support for the amendment
and renew a nationwide campaign as the deadline for ratification drew to a close (De Witt,
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1978). This 1978 march, sponsored by the National Organization for Women (NOW), drew a
record number of participants and, resultingly, received the title “largest feminist gathering in the
world” (De Witt, 1978, p. 1). However, despite the success of this march, the legislative support
necessary for constitutional ratification was not reached, and at the end of the allotted seven
years, the amendment had fallen three states short of its target numbers. Although the initial
ratification deadline has since passed, action has been taken in years since to remove the sevenyear requirement. Most recently, in 2019, legislation was proposed to make the ERA an official
part of the Constitution whenever ratified by three-fourths of state legislatures (Congressional
Research Service, 2019). The proposed amendments would guarantee legal equality for all
American citizens regardless of sex (De Witt, 1978)).
ERA Advocacy
The main portion of signs containing the thematic element “ERA and the 1970s” directly
advocate for ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Sample signs reflecting the theme ERA and the 1970s through direct mention of the Equal Rights
Amendment.

Unlike most other signs observed at the 2020 Women’s March, those which address the ERA
were mass-produced. The messages emitted according to the design and text of the sign itself
speak to the agendas of larger interest groups, specifically the National Organization of Women
(NOW). The decisions made to carry the signs, however, reflect the wills of the participants and
their respective alignments with NOW agenda. The most common ERA sign and one seen often
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throughout the 2020 Women’s March is that which reads “ERA NOW,” a sign which demands
action by state legislatures. Mass-produced and disseminated by NOW members, this sign boasts
a green, circular design, resembling the circular shape popular during ERA marches of the 70s
and 80s, and bolded, capitalized text with the same simple slogan “ERA NOW.” Not only do
these signs advocate for modern ratification of the ERA, they also speak to the time of
movement origin, subtly drawing parallels between activism of the 20th century and more recent
agendas.
The sign stating “VA ratify ERA” gives a similar message. It does not contain the simple
design elements of the “ERA NOW” sign, and consequently, it neither offers as close a reflection
of popular 70s sign design nor provides as broad of a scope of address. This sign advocates
ratification of the ERA but directs its call to action to the state of Virginia. The “38” represents
the number of states needed for congressional ratification. Albeit indirectly as the primary
addressee is Virginia legislators rather than the general public, this sign contributes to the overall
efforts for ERA ratification as action from Virginia would help to reach the necessary
ratifications from three-fourths of U.S. states.
Following this indirect address of ERA action is the third included sign which advertises
the National Organization of Women. This sign displays an enlarged image of the NOW logo
featured at the bottom of the organization’s other mass-produced ERA signs seen at the 2020
Women’s March. The sign offers no directed call to action or intended purpose but serves to link
ERA advocacy with NOW contributions, reinvigorating the influence of the organization and
creating a stimulus for ERA recognition.
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The 1970s
In addition to signs directly addressing ERA ratification, this thematic category contains
others which simply employ 1970s quotes or design elements (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Sample signs reflecting the theme ERA and the 1970s through inclusion of 1970s-inspired style and
content.

The recent reinvigoration of ERA advocacy appears to have motivated a collection of 1970sinspired signs, style and content acknowledging the ERA in its heyday.
A number of these 1970s-inspired signs feature the lyric “I am woman, hear me roar,” a
line from Helen Reddy’s 1971 song “I am Woman.” Displayed in the context of the march, this
lyric represents woman coming into her own, embracing her identity and using her voice. At its
release in 1971, this song was heralded as an anthem of second-wave American feminism and
embraced during the rise of the Women’s Liberation Movement, the congressional passage of the
Equal Rights Amendment, and the Supreme Court Roe v. Wade decision. More recently, it has
been covered by female-led bands who seek to vocalize the current Women’s Movement (Ulaby,
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2018). Thus, in looking to the lyric’s origination, a message beyond that of female empowerment
is revealed, suggesting an intended feature of historical continuity.
In addition to the aforementioned inclusion of 1970s popular culture through song lyrics,
other signs display 1970s-style graphic art, such as seen in the background of the included “girl
power” sign, and historical quotes, such as the well-known line “Well behaved women seldom
make history” originally penned by 1970s scholar Laurel Thatcher Ulrich (Lavoie, 2007). (The
included example of this quote in Figure 5 contains an altered version of Ulrich’s text, replacing
“seldom” with “rarely.”)
Of course, as these march messages are gathered via visual and material rhetorical
analysis rather than direct participant interview, this connection between the display of 1970s
style and content and the rise in ERA advocacy can only be inferred. However, the salience of
such 1970s design elements alongside promotion of ERA ratification suggests that Women’s
March participants considered history when constructing signs, making an active attribution to
previous movements and feminist icons.
Body Rights
The signs containing the thematic element “Body Rights” advocate for a woman’s right
to choose or reference female reproductive organs. Overall, the messages displayed by these
signs are congruent: a woman has the right to control her own body and choices.
Power to Act
Two of the displayed signs, although unique in their respective designs and compositions,
are markedly similar in their underlying purposes (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Sample signs reflecting the theme Body Rights through reference to possession of one’s own body and
rights.

Both sign bearers employ possessive pronouns in laying claim to “body” and “rights,” a move
which works to distinguish between the powers of sign bearer (“my”) and the rest of the
population, including law makers. These messages of freedom of choice and reproductive rights
come from a long history of abortion legislation but can be hypothesized to have received much
invigoration from newly proposed laws in mid-2019 to either ban or protect a woman’s right to
abortion (Vestal, 2019).
On both of the signs, however, claims beyond body and rights exist. One sign lists a
claim to “my story”; the other offers “my voice” and “my vote.” These claims move beyond
reproductive rights and, instead, speak to the power of women to act. These claims suggest that
women each have a unique narrative that shapes her respective identity and that such individual
experiences then can be harnessed by the vote and translated into tangible action. The mention of
narratives and available action serves to promote the idea that women face hardship but have the
determination and the power to change the direction of history.
Uterus Cartoons
Another common visual element within this group of Body Rights signs was the cartoon
uterus (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Sample signs reflecting the theme Body Rights through inclusion of female reproductive organ images.

Often given human characteristics or paired with a catchy slogan, these “cutesy” cartoon
depictions of a woman’s uterus attempt to advocate for reproductive justice while popularizing
an often-taboo image, suggesting that the topic of women’s reproductive rights has become more
mainstream. Yet, while the uterus cartoons might exude a lighthearted vibe, the implicit
messages carry more weight.
The signs for reproductive justice advocate a women’s right to choose. They represent the
heavy and highly divisive subjects of abortion and reproductive health. While the topic of
reproductive rights has become more mainstream in the sense that a greater number of people
feel comfortable addressing the subject, controversy in beliefs over the correct way to proceed in
these issues remains high. Including “cutesy” cartoon depictions of uteruses rather than explicit
words or graphic images works to soften delivery as march participants acknowledge the
contention surrounding the subject. As such, this collection of signs does not contain any
directed call for action but exists as a soft nod to one identified problem important to Women’s
March participants.
Past/Future Rhetoric
The signs determined to employ past/future rhetoric connect past to present or present to
future by way of historical allusion or reference to the next generation. Although the signs within
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this category focus on different time periods and events, they collectively contain underlying
messages of continuity and hope.
Past Rhetoric
The signs which utilize “past rhetoric” connect the past to the present through reference
to a historical event (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Sample signs reflecting the theme Past/Future Rhetoric through connection of past women’s action to that
of the present.

Some of the messages are direct. For example, one sign clearly links 1920 women’s suffrage to
2020 democracy and government, suggesting that women are the key to “save democracy.” This
threat to democracy, or why democracy would require saving, is not mentioned on the sign;
however, when viewed in context of the march and amid its various anti-Trump messages, it can
be inferred that the current Trump administration is seen to be a prominent threat from which
democracy needs saving. Further, since this march is that which precedes the 2020 presidential
election, an underlying assumption could be that women will “save democracy” by voting him
out of office. The association of 1920s suffrage and women’s action today builds a narrative
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which advocates political engagement and female voter turnout and works to show how gains
made by the Women’s Movement of the past continue to hold importance today.
Another popular past event seen within signs employing past rhetoric was that of the 17th
century Salem witch trials. Although such signs do not address any established wave or
legislation of the Women’s Movement, they follow the same underlying message of carrying on
past gains of women. The sign included in Figure 8 collectively addresses Women’s March
participants (“we”) as “the granddaughters of the witches you could not burn.” As it is not
mentioned explicitly, the “you,” or the addressee, can only be inferred based upon contents of the
sign and context of the situation, but based on analyses of these rhetorical elements, it can be
supposed that the “you” references any held threat to women and their agendas or Women’s
March goals. Through its wording, the sign offers that these unburned witches escaped death
based upon their own power or ingenuity rather than through sheer luck and further suggests that
this strength is now carried on through “granddaughters,” or the feminist activists of today.
While the signs discussed above contain direct reference to a past event, others only
allude to a past point in time and, consequently, require more knowledge of the Women’s
Movement and its evolution to deduce intended historical connections. The third sign included in
Figure 8 speaks to the general woman in urging present solidarity and strength and declaring that
2020 is “our year.” At first glance, this sign is one which promotes unity and action, albeit
undefined; however, underneath the surface, this sign too draws from the past to encourage the
present in referencing 1992’s “Year of the Woman,” the year during which a record number of
new women were elected to Congress. During this year, not only did the number of female
Senators in the United States increase, but 1992 also marked the beginning of a series of great
achievements for minority women (U.S. House of Representatives, 2020). The sign bearer
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asserts that 2020 is “our year,” encouraging Women’s March participants who may see the sign
to sustain action and passion for change like that which occurred back in 1992.
The past rhetoric employed within these Women’s March signs builds a relationship of
historical feminist activists offering their strength to current activists and laying the groundwork
for a continuing change. These sign bearers reach to the past to inspire the present, to show a
continuous journey, and to establish that present action is part of a growing narrative.
Future Rhetoric
A second group of signs within the Past/Future Rhetoric category are those which employ
“future rhetoric,” or the connection of present to future through mention of the next generation
(Figure 9).

Figure 9. Sample signs reflecting the theme Past/Future Rhetoric through connection of present women’s action to
that of the future.

These signs give reason for Women’s March participation. They do not demand specific policy
action but, instead, reveal a common motivation of hope for the future. In displaying signs which
declare intent of marching “for my daughters” or “so my granddaughters won’t ever have to,”
sign bearers reveal a shared desire for a better future. A sign inscribed with a quote from
Supreme Court Justice and feminist icon Ruth Bader Ginsburg, “Dissent speaks to a future age,”
offers a more general hope for the future, but fits in with those signs displaying directed intent as
it serves to link present action, or “dissent” by Women’s March participants, to a “future age.”
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The sought future, however, is not defined by any of these “future rhetoric” signs, and no
specific actions or changes are offered as necessary for the coming of the age in which
participants’ “daughters” and “granddaughters” will no longer have to take action for equality. In
the context of the 2020 Women’s March, inferences on necessary actions and the state of this
anticipated future age can be drawn from observation of other common themes and topics.
Pop Culture
The signs carrying the theme “Pop Culture” reference a current movie, television show,
or song or a popular phrase or slogan. The messages displayed by these signs are varied but
predominantly general in focus. They appeal to common knowledge of popular culture to inspire
real-world and relevant opinions. The bearers of these pop culture signs were mostly young
adults within the range of late teens to early thirties. Although not advocating for explicit actions,
the signs revealed relevant beliefs through connections made between “hard” politics and “soft”
pop culture entertainment. This category contained the second largest number of relevant signs,
emphasizing the importance of pop culture ties within the group of Women’s March participants.
Song Lyrics
The most popular source for pop culture reference appears to be song lyrics (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Sample signs reflecting the theme Pop Culture through inclusion of sampled song lyrics relating to
feminism and the 2020 Women’s March action.

In making such lyric references, participants took well-known songs and applied selected verses
to the Women’s March and the broader social climate. Through further analysis of the lyrics
amid the context of the march, it can be seen that most of the song lyric signs, and all of those
included for example in Figure 10, address the people. They draw from mass-media and pop
culture entertainment to speak to specific groups and convey individual thoughts to the public.
The use of a popular lyric works to create familiarity for audience members, fostering a greater
comfort or consideration. The intended message is not jarring but has a greater chance to be
received with ease due to the incorporation of levity with often-divisive politics.
The signs display an array of messages and speak to varied audiences. Two of the
examined signs remix existing song lyrics, altering the original words to fit new contexts. One
sign reads “We out here drippin’ in feminism,” sampling a lyric from the chorus of “Finesse,” a
song originally released by Bruno Mars in 2016 and, in 2018, remixed with rapper Cardi B. In
the lyrics of “Finesse,” the artists sing about going out and having fun and doing something with
so much skill, or finesse, they are overflowing, or dripping, with it. The displayed Women’s
March sign replaces “finesse” with “feminism,” altering the meaning of the lyrics to display the
sign bearer’s professed close embrace of feminist ideals.
Another common lyric remix, its use appearing multiple times throughout both the march
as a whole and my collection of photographed signs, was from Cyndi Lauper’s 1983 song “Girl’s
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Just Want to Have Fun.” The original song itself fits with the themes of the Women’s March as
its lyrics chime with feminist ideals; however, the remix of the song’s title and chorus changes
the nature of the sisterhood about which Lauper sung in 1983. Replacing “fun” with
“fundamental human rights,” Women’s March sign bearers refute the world Lauper supposed
with her original lyrics. In Lauper’s song, she described a world in which women are akin to
men, have the same responsibilities, and can attain similar independences. The remixed lyric
arguably states that this supposed world has not emerged and that women cannot expect the same
independence, or “fun,” without the very basics of their “fundamental human rights,” speaking to
current grievances of the Women’s Movement.
Other signs which include song lyrics do not display textual remix but simply give
original lyrics a new context through use at the march. One sign states “You coulda had a bad
bitch,” a line from the 2017 Lizzo song “Truth Hurts.” The song’s original message was one of
empowerment and self-love, and while the heart of this meaning is retained, the lyrics are paired
with an image of 2016 presidential candidate Hillary Clinton to name the “bad bitch” as Hillary
and the “you” as the American people, specifically those who chose not to vote for her. As an
election of Hillary would have named the first female president and, further, meant a presidential
loss for Trump, she rests as a feminist symbol, particularly one of unrequited ambition. A second
sign identified to give original lyrics a new context pulled a quote from the popular musical
“Hamilton” which opened on Broadway in 2015. The musical production tells the story of
founding father Alexander Hamilton and underscores the importance of action and memory. The
display of notable line “History has its eyes on you” speaks to the historical importance of both
the 2020 Women’s March and feminist activism in building the message that rallies and activist
measures of today will become part of the United States’ narrative and influence history.
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“The Resistance”
One particularly interesting trend within Pop Culture signs is that of Star Wars’ Princess
Leia and the Resistance (Figure 11).

Figure 11. Sample signs reflecting the theme Pop Culture through connection made between the Star Wars franchise
and women’s action.

The final installment in the Star Wars movie series, “Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker” had
opened in theaters in December 2019, one month prior to the 2020 Women’s March. This newest
movie was released as part of the final trilogy in a movie franchise reaching back to 1977 and
features a mix of new and returning characters, including Rey, a new member of the Star Wars
Resistance and the first force-wielding female to be featured in any Star Wars film. However,
none of the Pop Culture signs displayed at the march feature this budding female character;
rather, they reach to the franchise’s roots to feature original character and rising leader of the
Resistance Princess Leia Organa.
Many of the Star Wars themed signs boast images of Leia alongside variations of the
slogan “A women’s place is in the Resistance.” This nod to Star Wars is not surprising in itself
as the franchise is well-known across generations and has gained traction in recent years due to
the release of the final trilogy. However, an interesting feature to these Star Wars-themed signs
is the inclusion of both young and old versions of Leia. Some signs feature images of Leia as a
young princess from the original trilogy; others show General Organa as she returns in the final
trilogy, older and wiser. While both versions of the character moved in fearless and clever ways,
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the older version of Leia differs from the young princess in that she serves as an appointed
leader; she no longer just helps the Resistance but independently leads the movement. The signs
reflect this character development through inclusion of versions of Leia from across the
franchise, depicting a heroine’s journey, growth, and contributions throughout her on-screen life.
As the participants displaying the included signs were found located in different areas of
the Women’s March crowd, it can be inferred that they were not in attendance together and,
consequently, contributed to this character progression unintentionally. Nonetheless, the separate
selection and manufacture of signs speaks to the individual recognition of power in different
forms as seen on-screen throughout the Star Wars movie franchise.
Unity
The signs determined to follow the thematic element “Unity” referenced intersectionality
or women in the abstract, without additional allusion to popular culture. This distinction on the
basis of popular culture inclusion was made as many of the signs in the Pop Culture category
also displayed generic or abstract messages, those without specific calls to action or units of
address. Thus, this distinction separates the generic message created as a byproduct of pop
culture allusion from the generic message intentionally made for its own purpose of broad unity.
Signs carrying generic messages and without any underlying theme or allusion were grouped
within the Unity category as they speak to the abstract “we.”
The messages discussed within this category are varied as a result of the inclusion of two
sub-groups determined to house themes of unity. Signs explicitly speaking to feminist
intersectionality made no calls to action but spoke to the values of inclusion and consideration.
Signs addressing “all women,” or the abstract woman, made broad claims of partnership,
purpose, and power.
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Intersectionality
A smaller number of signs at the march directly mentioned intersectionality, the theory of
an intersecting nature of social categorizations (Figure 12).

Figure 12. Sample signs reflecting the theme Unity through mention of intersectionality.

One such sign quotes intersectionality originator and critical race theorist Kimberlé Crenshaw,
highlighting key words “intersectional” and “vulnerable” to draw attention to the purpose of the
movement and the people it serves. Another sign included in this study declares intersectional
feminism to be the “only feminism.” Although no call to action is stated in either sign, the direct
mentions of intersectionality display values and beliefs of these Women’s March participants and
exhibit an understanding of uniqueness in lived experience and a desire to advocate for a more
inclusive feminism.
The Abstract “We”
Separate from intersectionality signs but also grouped within the thematic category Unity
were signs which spoke in the abstract, about the general woman or girl and her common goal or
attribute (Figure 13).
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Figure 13. Sample signs reflecting the theme Unity through reference to the general woman or girl.

One sign states “Yeah, I play like a girl, that’s why you always see me win” and, through this,
addresses the general public with its “you” and groups the sign bearer in with the wider
population of “girls” through inclusion of its qualifier “like a girl.” The sign bearer presents the
argument that people “always see [her] win” because she “play[s] like a girl,” offering winning
as a necessary outcome for playing like a girl and making this asserted success into an attribute
of all “girls” who play according to their unified gender-specific natures. Another included sign
similar in this act of broadly grouping women displays the slogan “And still she rises.” This
“she” is not attributed to any particular race, sexuality, or class of women through either text- or
image-based description. Rather, the sign’s design translates to a message which tells of the
persistent “rise” of all women but does not specify any particular obstacles or threats which
would necessitate this rise.
Similar to the those previously discussed but more straightforward in composition is
another observed Unity sign including no text and only the female sex symbol painted on a hot
pink background. Although a scientific pictogram, this symbol has often been used online and in
texts to denote “girl power” through emoji form. Displayed in the context of the Women’s
March, this sign serves to champion women’s rights as a broad unit, not specifically addressing
any particular grievance or group.
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In relation to the theory and acceptance of intersectionality, these abstractions of women
pose two possible consequences. First, such general statements could promote unity as they
imply group dynamics through the implicit inclusion of all women. However, just as much,
abstract “we” rhetoric could hinder intersectionality’s agenda by masking the unique situations
faced by women of different races, sexualities, and classes, countering the principles of
intersectionality in an attempt to promote unity.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION
The implications of these visual and material rhetorical analyses are significant. Such
studies of 2020 Women’s March on Washington rally signs according to their respective
subjects, audiences, situations, and purposes provide content for inquiry of both the directions of
the U.S. Women’s Movement and the current state of feminism.
The Women’s March serves as a focal point for broad feminist action. Although
beginning as a female-led protest against the 2016 presidential election of Donald Trump, the
march has since evolved into a rally of feminist women and men promoting a more diverse
agenda yet still voicing grievances directed towards the Trump administration. Despite the wider
range of issues currently encompassed by march action, it remains unclear if the Women’s
March itself will continue beyond the presidential term of Donald Trump. It is true that issues of
varied focus have been increasingly displayed in the march’s recent years, but even with this
expansion of issues addressed, the presidential administration and its policies have remained the
prominent target of participant calls to action and presented grievances thus begging the question
of whether or not the march will outlive its initiating cause.
Regardless of this uncertainty surrounding Women’s March continuance beyond the
presidential term of Donald Trump, analysis of participant rally signs at the 2020 Women’s
March supports the growing diversification of march agenda. The range of presented topics,
from protesting the Trump administration to advocating the Equal Rights Amendment to
promoting continuity and unity, demonstrates the expansion of feminist movement and a
growing support for gender equality, providing significant content for inferences to be made on
broader domestic and international social agendas.
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This study sought to identify directions of the U.S. Women’s Movement and the current
state of feminism. Through observation of overall participant signs displayed at the 2020
Women’s March on Washington and a focused analysis of 85 sampled rally signs, the U.S.
Women’s Movement is seen to encompass a wide range of issues, differing in structure from its
earlier periods of defined prominence, such as Women’s Suffrage and Women’s Liberation.
Rather, in 2020, the U.S. Women’s Movement possesses greater scope amid a more limited
focus. The movement seeks change in many areas of society, not choosing to center itself on one
specific sector but addressing the various social, economic, and political institutions which are
seen to further oppression on the basis of sex.
Directions of U.S. Women’s Movement
Through the identification of salient themes and development of categorical definitions,
focus issues of the 2020 Women’s March on Washington were able to be effectively
distinguished from one another for individual analysis. The six developed thematic categories
served to organize the observed confluence of participant grievances and beliefs, allowing for
consistency in analysis and application.
A large percentage of the sampled march signs fell within the category “Trump
Administration.” Considering that this theme was that which originally prompted organization of
the Women’s March, a direct application of Women’s March rally sign display to U.S. Women’s
Movement directions may overrepresent the significance of the Trump administration as a
movement focus issue. Accounting for this variable, however, the present march rhetoric
surrounding the Trump administration and its governance continues to hold relevance in
determining U.S. Women’s Movement directions, albeit as a topic of paralleled importance
rather than of noted distinction.
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Two other focus issues which stood out in preliminary analyses were those of the Equal
Rights Amendment and female body and reproductive rights. The expression of these grievances
reflects the current social situation, one in which women are seeking greater legal protections
and doing more to make themselves and their situations heard. The focus issues of the 2020
Women’s March on Washington show grievance beyond the presidency of Donald Trump.
While the march was initiated in response to his election, it is seen to take on a greater
significance as a reflection of women’s issues of the day.
Taking into account the remaining themes identified in participant rally signs and
analyzed through rhetorical analyses, the current U.S. Women’s Movement can be inferred to
exist as a period of growth and transition. As shared in history books and known through
understanding of popular history, Women’s Movement activists of the past made great gains in
lobbying for legal rights and protections. After the periods of Women’s Suffrage and Women’s
Liberation, the U.S. Women’s Movement is often said to reach “present day” without any
definition of modern goal or gain. This view is both upheld and refuted through march sign
examination. First, the lack of defined movement period is supported as there currently exists a
conglomeration of issues in want of address with no one, specific goal set. However, the
sentiments expressed by activists of today do convey commonalities which may indicate future
directions for advocacy and sustainable movement.
Many Women’s March participants displayed signs which, instead of enumerating
specific policy agendas, acknowledge present-day movement necessity and applicability.
Utilization of past rhetoric links the popularly-known Women’s Movement eras of Suffrage and
Liberation—historical periods established to have made a difference in the lives of U.S.
women—to advocacy measures of today in attempt to underscore the progression and legitimacy
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of modern activists. Utilization of future rhetoric works in a similar capacity, highlighting the
importance of and need for current women’s action. Popular culture allusions made to wellknown songs and movies further contextualize activist movement, serving to reinvigorate youth
culture and, working alongside principles of intersectionality, drive home the idea that this new
period of the Women’s Movement is one for all, not just elites, or those more privileged in extant
structural power relations.
These inferences made on the current directions of the U.S. Women’s Movement are
drawn from the people and their voices. A majority of the signs displayed at the march were
handmade, crafted and presented by march participants, thus reflecting the interests of the
people. A social movement is formed in response to a main, unifying event, driven by the people
and furthered by aligning interest groups. The Women’s March reflects this progression of
events and, through its organization and participation, positions itself as part of the ongoing
movement for women’s rights and gender equality. Perhaps, this period of the U.S. Women’s
Movement is not one of defined and unified issue advocacy but one which redirects participant
mobilization and reinforces activist alliance.
State of 21st Century Feminism
Any social movement finds itself as part of a larger social philosophy, and specifically,
the ongoing U.S. Women’s Movement stands as one of many past and present manifestations of
feminist social philosophy. Although the focus issues of the 2020 Women’s March are region
specific, finding their main targets in U.S. leaders and policies, the reflected attitudes and beliefs
have the ability to transcend borders. Through analysis of participant rally signs from the studied
2020 Women’s March, a demonstrated period of the U.S. Women’s Movement, inferences can
be made on the state of 21st century feminism.
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Most broadly, Women’s March signs are seen to challenge the current social order in
speaking to issues associated with the concept of a patriarchal state. Johanna Kantola, Professor
of Gender Studies at Tampere University, enumerates multiple feminist theories of the state in
her 2006 book on the subject and, in her writing, discerns this view of a patriarchal state to be
part of radical feminist theory. Kantola (2006) understands radical feminism to see the state as
essentially patriarchal and a perpetuator of gender inequalities. A feminist view of an inherently
patriarchal state focuses on personal women’s issues, or areas typically regarded as lying outside
the state domain, in order to change the status of women (Kantola, 2006). It further employs
concepts of gender and sexuality in the argument that women should embrace gender differences
rather than feel the need to conform to traditional male gender performance (Kantola, 2006).
The participant signs at the 2020 Women’s March exemplified this feminist theory
through their focus issues and themes. The signs which address the Trump administration,
although directly protesting a current, nation-specific institution, employ broader messages
aimed at a challenge to authority. The signs which address body rights and reproductive
legislation focus on women-specific issues. Many of the signs employing themes of pop culture
and unity speak to female empowerment and a woman’s perseverance and lack of gender
conformance. This collection of signs and the extrapolated feminist agenda aligns with the views
encompassed by radical feminist theory, naming 21st century feminism as a social philosophy
dominated by the desire to challenge the essentially patriarchal state.
Of additional interest are the signs which demonstrate principles of unity and
intersectionality. These themes speak to inclusion and a growing acceptance of all identities, and
this philosophy is replicated in the march’s expansive pop culture and power-driven themes.
Such themes recognize an intergenerational activist base and a common desire to see a shift in
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power from political elites to the everyday person, making feminist activism more accessible and
a future feminist society more attainable. However, despite the evidence of these overall
directions of inclusion and people-oriented politics in modern feminism, only a minority of signs
at the 2020 Women’s March directly mentioned the philosophy of intersectionality or explicitly
acknowledged diversity in lived experiences. Instead, most signs proclaiming unity spoke to the
general concept of “woman,” a reference which has the potential to translate to the average
woman of privilege, invoking bias in the mental exclusion of minority groups historically
stereotyped to be “less feminine.” This generalization excludes such groups from consideration
in popular feminism and its agenda.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION
The world has undeniably changed since the inception of this research endeavor in
January 2020. Now, only a little over half a year later, major social, political, and environmental
tumult has ensued, arguably deepening extant social divisions. Although the world has
progressed beyond the state at which it rested on January 18, 2020, the day of the Women’s
March on Washington at which I photographed rally signs to collect data for analysis, the themes
and implications of this project remain just as, if not more, relevant.
The findings and inferences drawn from this study are important as they speak to the
processes of message building and the growing acceptance of diversity in social movement. In
studying rally signs from the 2020 Women’s March, activist expression can be seen to follow
distinct patterns of organization. March participants crafted signs which addressed prominent
social issues while recognizing and responding to the broader social climate. Issue advocacy and
social action exist in a diverse ecosystem of varied opinions, relations, and philosophies, and
rhetorical analyses of Women’s March signs reveal an understanding of that variety. Such
analyses further identify parallel themes amid a collection of topics, leading to the inferences that
Women’s March participants were drive to mobilization by similar forces and that such driving
forces can be found embedded in personal advocacy messages.
Beyond message building and mobilization, however, this research explores beliefs
encompassed by 21st century feminism, a social philosophy which has been in constant evolution
since ancient society. Feminism has always sought to enfranchise the disenfranchised person
according to the current social climate, and for much of history, that disenfranchised person was
the white woman. Women were noted as inferior to men and, as such, allocated fewer legal
rights and protections. However, feminism remained focused on the advancement of white
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women as people of color were considered property and, consequently, left out of early
popularly-conceived definitions of personhood. More recently in the historical timeline of
enfranchisement in the United States, black men and white women, through their respective
interest groups and organized movements, have won greater legal rights and protections.
However, women of color remain barred from many of these gains, their intersecting minority
identities deterring progress in both the implementation and enforcement of such laws.
Intersectional feminism has been proposed by scholars and race theorists, such as
Kimberley Crenshaw and Chandra Talpade Mohanty, to mend this exclusion by considering the
unique situations of women of all identities. It seeks to recognize difference and attend to
inequalities respective of such diverse identities and consequential needs, but intersectional
feminist theory means nothing if not adopted by the people and incorporated into the standing
feminist social philosophy. Without popular institution, theory remains conjecture without
realization. Analysis of Women’s March rally signs saw diverse focus issues, themes of
inclusion and movement accessibility, and budding allusions to unity, all of which indicate
movement towards intersectionalism by the people.
Contrary to the opinions of some, feminism is not an antiquated concept. Rather, it is a
social philosophy which, in recent years, has come back with greater force to stimulate action on
social and legal inequalities. It builds from previous gains and acknowledges the importance of
past and present activist movements in both shaping the future of society and directing the
evolution of feminist social philosophy. Feminism has the potential to grow, taking on more than
it did in the 1920s and expanding from a philosophy positioned to champion mostly white,
working class women to one which addresses the lived situations of people of all genders, races,
and classes, a social philosophy and movement crafted to empower any who are oppressed.
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Patriarchy is not a distinct social system but one which intersects with the structures of
capitalism and racism. While today’s feminist expression can be seen to challenge patriarchal
social dynamics, true equitable change cannot occur without further acknowledgement made to
the diverse identities shaped by all reverberating social systems and power relations.
In such a rapidly-changing social climate, this research remains pertinent. It identifies the
current beliefs encompassed by 21st century feminism and the directions of the social philosophy,
its virtues and its shortcomings, to guide feminist thinking and encourage cohesive action.
Understanding allows greater engagement, and awareness of modern feminist philosophy opens
opportunity for aligned movement and philosophical progression to incorporate more fully the
tenets of intersectionality. In order for our increasingly diverse society to function as a cohesive
unit, we must first come to a full realization of intersectional feminism and its principles of
social tolerance and inclusion before we can move into unified action for social advancement.
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